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Stereochemistry 
Stereochemistry is a branch of chemistry deals with structure in three dimensions. 

Chemistry that studies the properties of stereoisomers, the study of molecules as three-

dimensional objects is called stereochemistry.   

 

Isomers: The term isomer comes from the Greek words isos= equal  and meros=part, 

meaning “made of the same parts”. Compounds that have the same molecular formula but 

are not identical are called isomers (different compounds). Isomers fall into two main 

classes: constitutional isomers and stereoisomers. Constitutional isomers differ in the 

way their atoms are connected, and divided into three types of isomers:  

 
 

1- Functional isomers: Differ in functionality (different chemical and physical 

properties):    For example, ethanol and dimethyl ether are constitutional isomers because 

they have the same molecular formula C2H6O, but the atoms in each compound are 

connected differently.  

2- Positional isomers: Isomers that have the same functional groups but differ in 

positions in molecule and having similar chemical and different physical properties like:  

1-chlorobutane  ,   2-chlorobutane 

 

3- Chain or skeletal isomers: such as straight and brunched compounds also having 

similar chemical and different physical properties such as n-butane and isobutane. 
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Stereoisomers differ only in the three-dimensional arrangement of atoms. Stereoisomers 

always have the same functional group, since they differ only in the way the atoms are 

oriented in space. Cis–trans isomers (also called geometric isomers) result from 

restricted rotation.  Restricted rotation can be caused either by a double bond or by a 

cyclic structure. As a result of the restricted rotation about a carbon–carbon double bond, 

an alkene such as 2-pentene can exist as cis and trans isomers.  

 
 

Cyclic compounds can also have cis and trans isomers. The cis isomer has the hydrogens 

on the same side of the ring, whereas the trans isomer has the hydrogens on opposite 

sides of the ring. 

 
 

 

 

Why is stereochemistry important?  

 

Many drugs are chiral, and often they must interact with a chiral receptor to be effective. 

One enantiomer of a drug may be effective in treating a disease whereas its mirror image 

may be ineffective. 

Why should such a difference in biological activity be observed? Consider what happens 

when you are given a right-handed glove. A glove is a chiral object, and your right and 

left hands are also chiral—they are mirror images that are not identical. Only your right 

hand can fit inside a right glove, not your left hand. The same phenomenon is observed 

with drugs that must interact with a chiral receptor in a cell. One enantiomer “fits” the 

http://www.chm.bris.ac.uk/webprojects2003/blackstone/Why%20is%20stereochemistry%20important.htm
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receptor and induces a specific response. Its mirror image doesn’t fit the same receptor, 

making it ineffective; or if it “fits” another receptor, it can induce a totally different 

response. Figure below schematically illustrates this difference in binding between two 

enantiomers and a chiral receptor 

 
 

 

The Enantiomers of Thalidomide (2-(2,6-dioxopiperidin-3-yl)isoindoline-1,3-dione): 

Thalidomide was approved as a sedative for use in Europe and Canada in 1956. 

It was not approved for use in the United States because some neurological side 

effects had been noted.  
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Why did the two enantiomers display different biological activity? Enantiomers differ in 

the arrangement of atoms in space. Therefore, the S enantiomer of Thalidomide can fit 

the active site of a specific enzyme (like a “key” for a specific “lock”) producing the 

desired effect (sedative). On the other hand, the R enantiomer cannot interact with the 

same site due to a different arrangement of atoms (3D shape). As consequence, it fits a 

different enzyme active pocket triggering a different biological effect (toxic). 
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How to solve these problems?  

Stereochemistry has its own language and terms that need to be learned in order to fully 

communicate and understand the concepts. You must familiar with the three dimensional 

structures of the molecules. 
A: Three-Dimensional Representations for straight-chain and cyclic compounds: Can be 

represented as: 

1-Wedge-Dash Projections (Perspective formulas) 

2-Newman Projections 
3-Sawhorse Projections 

4- Fischer projection  

 

1-Wedge-Dash Projections (Perspective formulas): 
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This type is commonly-used to represent the structure of the straight-chain molecules in 

organic chemistry. In this notation, two bonds are drawn in the plane of the page (sticks), 

one bond is drawn coming toward you, out of the page (wedged), and one bond is drawn 

going away from you, behind the page (dashed). 

 
2- Newman Projections  

In this notation, you are actually viewing a molecule by looking down a particular 

carbon-carbon bond. The front carbon of this bond is represented by a dot, and the back 

carbon is represented by a large circle. The three remaining bonds are drawn as sticks 

coming off the dot (or circle), separated by one another by 120 degrees. A Newman 

Projection can be drawn such that the groups on the front carbon are staggered (60 

degrees apart) or eclipsed (directly overlapping) with the groups on the back carbon 

 
3- Sawhorse projections: 

Sawhorse projections are useful for determining enantiomeric or diasteromeric 

relationships between two molecules, because the mirror image or superimposibility 

relationships are clearer. Sawhorse projections can also be drawn so that the groups on 

the front carbon are staggered (60 degrees apart) or eclipsed (directly overlapping) with 

the groups on the back carbon. 

      

4- Fischer Projections  

Fischer Projections are used in drawing sugars and hydrocarbons, because the carbon 

backbone is drawn as a straight vertical line, making them very easy to draw. Fischer 

Projections are useful for determining enantiomeric or diasteromeric relationships 

between two molecules, because the mirror image relationship is very clear. A Fischer 
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projection represents an asymmetric carbon as the point of intersection of two 

perpendicular lines; horizontal lines represent the bonds that project out of the plane of 

the paper toward the viewer, and vertical lines represent the bonds that extend back from 

the plane of the paper away from the viewer. The carbon chain always is drawn vertically 

with C-1 at the top of the chain.  

 

 
 

B: Cyclic Wedge-Dash projections 

Wedge-Dash Notation is also commonly used for cyclic systems. As with straight chains, 

cyclic Wedge-Dash Notation has two bonds drawn in the plane of the page (sticks), one 

bond drawn coming toward you, out of the page and above the ring (wedged), and one 

bond drawn going away from you, behind the page and below the ring (dashed). It is 

important to note that groups with the same orientation (both wedged or both dashed) are 

cis to one another, and groups with opposite orientations (one wedged and one dashed) 

are trans to one another.  

 
Haworth Projections: English chemist Sir Norman Haworth. Haworth Projections are 

commonly used for cyclic sugars, useful for being able to clearly determine whether 

groups are above or below the ring. Haworth Projections are similar to the cyclic 

Wedge-Dash notation, in that the ring itself is drawn as planar. The groups on a Haworth 

Projection are simply oriented perpendicular to the plane of the ring, either up or down. 
It is important to note that two groups that are both oriented up or both oriented down are 

cis to one another. Two groups that are oriented one up and one down are trans to one 

another.  

 

Q1: 
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Chirality: What it means to be chiral or achiral  

Why can’t you put your right shoe on your left foot? Why can’t you put your right glove 

on your left hand? It is because hands, feet, gloves, and shoes have right-handed and left-

handed forms. An object with a right-handed and a left-handed form is said to be chiral  

“Chiral” comes from the Greek word cheir, which means “hand.” Notice that chirality is 

a property of an entire object. 

 
A chiral object has a non-superimposable mirror image. Some other achiral objects 

would be a table, a nails a fork, and a glass. 
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THE CHIRALITY OF MOLECULES 

Let’s determine whether three molecules—H2O, CH2BrCl, and CHBrClF—are 

superimposable on their mirror images; it means chiral or achiral? 

To test chirality—that is, to test whether a molecule and its mirror image are identical or 

different: 

1. Draw the molecule in three dimensions. 

2. Draw its mirror image. 

3. Try to align all bonds and atoms. To superimpose a molecule and its mirror image you 

can perform any rotation but you cannot break bonds. 

Following this procedure, H2O and CH2BrCl are both achiral molecules: each molecule 

is superimposable on its mirror image. 

 
With CHBrClF, the result is different. The molecule (labeled A) and its mirror image 

(labeled B) are not superimposable. No matter how you rotate A and B, all of the atoms 

never align. CHBrClF is thus a chiral molecule, and A and B are different compounds 

 

               
A and B are stereoisomers since they are isomers differing only in the three-dimensional 

arrangement of substituents. They represent a new type of stereoisomer that occurs at 

tetrahedral carbon atoms. These stereoisomers are called enantiomers. Enantiomers are 
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(from the Greek enantion, which means “opposite”). Enantiomers are mirror images that 

are not superimposable. CHBrClF contains a carbon atom bonded to four different 

groups. A carbon atom bonded to four different groups is called a chirality center. 

A molecule that is not superimposable on its mirror image is a chiral molecule. 

In 1996, the IUPAC recommended that a tetrahedral carbon bearing four different groups 

called a chirality center. Many other names in common use include chiral center, 

stereocenter, stereogenic center, and asymmetric center.  

Below are several examples of chirality centers: 

 
Q/ Identify all chirality centers in each of the following compounds: 

 

 
 

Drawing Enantiomers 

Chemists draw enantiomers using either perspective formulas or Fischer projections. 

Perspective formulas show two of the bonds to the asymmetric carbon in the plane of 

the paper, one bond as a solid wedge protruding out of the paper, and the fourth bond as a 

hatched wedge extending behind the paper. You can draw the first enantiomer by putting 

the four groups bonded to the asymmetric carbon in any order. Draw the second 

enantiomer by drawing the mirror image of the first enantiomer. 
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A shortcut—called a Fischer projection—for showing the three-dimensional 

arrangement of groups bonded to an asymmetric carbon was devised in the late 1800s by 

Emil Fischer. The carbon chain always is drawn vertically with C-1 at the top of the 

chain. 

 

 
 

Naming Enantiomers: The R,S System of Nomenclature 

The R,S system was devised by Cahn, Ingold, and Prelog. 

1. Rank the groups (or atoms) bonded to the asymmetric carbon in order of priority. The 

higher the atomic number, the higher the priority 

a). Higher atomic number is given higher priority. 

b). Higher atomic mass is given higher priority. 

c). When the proximate atom of two or more of the ligands are the same, the atomic 

number of the next atom determines the priority. 

d). Double and triple bonds are counted as if they were split into two or three single 

bonds, respectively. 

e). Lone-pair electrons are regulated as an atom with atomic number 0. 

 

2. Orient the molecule so that the group (or atom) with the lowest priority (4) is directed 

away from you. Then draw an imaginary arrow from the group (or atom) with the highest 

priority (1) to the group (or atom) with the next highest priority (2). If the arrow points 

clockwise, the asymmetric carbon has the R configuration (R is for rectus, which is Latin 

for “right”). If the arrow points counter clockwise, the asymmetric carbon has the S 

configuration (S is for sinister, which is Latin for “left”). 
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First, let’s look at how you can determine the configuration of a compound drawn as a 

perspective formula. As an example, we will determine which of the enantiomers of 2-

bromobutane has the R configuration and which has the S configuration. 

 
 

1. Rank the groups (or atoms) that are bonded to the asymmetric carbon in order of 

priority. 

 
2. If the group (or atom) with the lowest priority is bonded by a hatched wedge, draw an 

arrow from the group (or atom) with the highest priority (1) to the group (or atom) with 

the second highest priority (2). If the arrow points clockwise, the compound has the R 

configuration, and if it points counter clockwise, the compound has the S configuration. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. If the group with the lowest priority (4) is NOT bonded by a hatched wedge, then 

switch two groups so group (4) is bonded by a hatched wedge. Then proceed as in step(2) 

(above): So if the arrow points clockwise, the enantiomer (with the switched groups) has 

the R configuration, which means the original molecule has the S configuration.  
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Two switches have been performed, so the final drawing must have the same 

configuration as the original drawing. The sequence 1-2-3 is clockwise, so the 

configuration is R.  

4. In drawing the arrow from group 1 to group 2, you can draw past the group with the 

lowest priority (4), but never draw past the group with the next lowest priority (3). 

 
 

Now let’s see how to determine the configuration of a compound drawn as a Fischer 

projection. 

1. Rank the groups (or atoms) that are bonded to the asymmetric carbon in order of 

priority. 

2. Draw an arrow from the group (or atom) with the highest priority (1) to the group (or 

atom) with the next highest priority (2). If the arrow points clockwise, the enantiomer 

has the R configuration; if it points counter clockwise, the enantiomer has the S 

configuration, provided that the group with the lowest priority (4) is on a vertical bond. 
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3. If the group (or atom) with the lowest priority is on a horizontal bond, the answer 

you get from the direction of the arrow will be the opposite of the correct answer. In the 

following example, the group with the lowest priority is on a horizontal bond, so 

clockwise signifies the S configuration, not the R configuration. 

 
 

4. In drawing the arrow from group 1 to group 2, you can draw past the group (or atom) 

with the lowest priority (4), but never draw past the group (or atom) with the next lowest 

priority (3). Note: In Fischer projection rotation by 180 gives the original one but by 90 

not allowed because yields the enantiomer of the original molecule.  
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Q/ The following bond-line structure represents one enantiomer of 2-amino-3-(3,4-

dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid, used in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. Assign the 

configuration of the chirality center in this compound. Solution: 

 
The sequence of 1-2-3 is counterclockwise, so the configuration is S. If the rotation step 

is difficult to see, the technique described earlier will help. Switch the 4 and the 1, so that 

the 4 is on a dash. Then switch the 2 and the 3. After two successive switches, the 

configuration remains the same: 

 
Now the 4 is on a dash, where it needs to be. The sequence of 1-2-3 is counterclockwise, 

so the configuration is S. 

Q/Each of the following compounds possesses carbon atoms that are chirality centers. 

Locate each of these chirality centers, and identify the configuration of each one: 
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Optical Activity 

Enantiomers share many of the same properties. One of the properties that enantiomers 

do not share is the way they interact with polarized light. What is polarized light? Normal 

light consists of electromagnetic waves that oscillate in all directions. Plane-polarized 

light (or simply polarized light), in contrast, oscillates only in a single plane passing 

through the path of propagation. Polarized light is produced by passing normal light 

through a polarizer such as a polarized lens or a Nicol prism. 

 
When polarized light passes through a solution of a chiral compound, the light emerges 

with its plane of polarization changed. Thus, a chiral compound rotates the plane of 

polarization. A chiral compound will rotate the plane of polarization clockwise or 

counterclockwise. If one enantiomer rotates the plane of polarization clockwise, its 

mirror image will rotate the plane of polarization exactly the same amount 

counterclockwise. 

A compound that rotates the plane of polarization is said to be optically active. In other 

words, chiral compounds are optically active and achiral compounds are optically 

inactive. If an optically active compound rotates the plane of polarization clockwise, it is 

called dextrorotatory, indicated by (+). If an optically active compound rotates the plane 

of polarization counterclockwise, it is called levorotatory, indicated by(-). Dextro and 

levo are Latin prefixes for “to the right” and “to the left,” respectively. Sometimes 

lowercase d and l are used instead of (+) and (-). Do not confuse (+) and (-) with R and S. 

There is no direct relationship between the R/S system of nomenclature and the sign of 

the specific rotation (+ or -). The descriptors (R) and (S) refer to the configuration of a 
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chirality center, which is independent of conditions. In contrast, the descriptors (+) and 

(-) refer to the direction in which plane-polarized light is rotated, which is dependent on 

conditions. As an example, consider the structure of (S)-aspartic acid: 

 
The configuration of the chirality center above is S, regardless of temperature. But the 

optical activity of this compound is very sensitive to temperature: it is levorotatory at 

20°C, but it is dextrorotatory at 100°C. This example illustrates that we cannot use the 

configuration (R or S) to predict with certainty whether a compound will be (+) or (-).  

The magnitude and direction of optical activity can only be determined experimentally. 

 

The degree to which an optically active compound rotates the plane of polarization can be 

measured with an instrument called a polarimeter. Each optically active compound has a 

characteristic specific rotation. The specific rotation is the number of degrees of rotation 

caused by a solution of 1.0 g of the compound per mL of solution in a sample tube 1.0 

dm long at a specified temperature and wavelength. The specific rotation can be 

calculated from the observed rotation using the following formula: 

 
where [α]is the specific rotation; α is the observed rotation; T is temperature in °C; is 

the wavelength of the incident light (when the sodium D-line is used, is indicated as D); 

is the observed rotation; l is the length of the sample tube in decimeters; and c is the 

concentration of the sample in grams per milliliter of solution. 

For example, one enantiomer of 2-methyl-1-butanol has been found to have a specific 

rotation of (+ 5.75) . Because its mirror image rotates the plane of polarization the same 

amount but in the opposite direction, the specific rotation of the other enantiomer must be 

(– 5.75). 

 
For example, (S)-lactic acid and (S)-sodium lactate have the same configuration, but 

(S)-lactic acid is dextrorotatory whereas (S)-sodium lactate is levorotatory. When we 
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know the direction an optically active compound rotates the plane of polarization, we 

can incorporate (+) or (-) into its name. 

 
Q/ When 0.300 g of sucrose is dissolved in 10.0 mL of water and placed in a sample cell 

10.0 cm in length, the observed rotation is +1.99° (using the D line of sodium at 20°C). 

Calculate the specific rotation of sucrose. Solved 

 
Q/ When 0.575 g of monosodium glutamate (MSG) is dissolved in 10.0 mL of water and 

placed in a sample cell 10.0 cm in length, the observed rotation at 20°C (using the D line 

of sodium) is +1.47°. Calculate the specific rotation of MSG. 

 

Racemic mixture  

A mixture of equal amounts of two enantiomers—such as (R)-(-)-lactic acid and (S)-(+) -

lactic acid—is called a racemic mixture or a racemate. Racemic mixtures do not rotate 

the plane of polarized light. They are optically inactive because for every molecule in a 

racemic mixture that rotates the plane of polarization in one direction, there is a mirror-

image molecule that rotates the plane in the opposite direction. As a result, the light 

emerges from a racemic mixture with its plane of polarization unchanged. The symbol(±) 

is used to specify a racemic mixture. Thus, (±)-2-bromobutane indicates a mixture of (+)-

2-bromobutane and an equal amount of (-) -2-bromobutane. 

 

Optical Purity and Enantiomeric Excess:  

• A collection containing only one form of a chiral object is called: enantiomerically pure, 

enantiopure or optically pure 

• A collection containing equal amounts of both enantiomers is called a racemate. 

For example, an enantiomerically pure sample—meaning only one enantiomer is 

present—of (S)- -2-bromobutane will have an observed specific rotation of +23.1° 

because the specific rotation of (S)- - 2-bromobutane is +23.1°. If, however, the sample 

of 2-bromobutane has an observed specific rotation of 0°, we will know that the 

compound is a racemic mixture. If the observed specific rotation is positive but less than 
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+23.1° we will know that we have a mixture of enantiomers and the mixture contains 

more of the enantiomer with the S configuration than the enantiomer with the R 

configuration. From the observed specific rotation, we can calculate the optical purity 

(op) of the mixture. 

 

 
For example, if a sample of 2-bromobutane has an observed specific rotation of +9.2° 

its optical purity is 0.40. In other words, it is 40% optically pure—40% of the mixture 

consists of an excess of a single enantiomer. 

 

 
Because the observed specific rotation is positive, we know that the solution contains 

excess (S)- -2-bromobutane. The enantiomeric excess (ee) tells us how much excess (S)- -

2-bromobutane is in the mixture. As long as the compound is chemically pure, 

enantiomeric excess and optical purity will be the same. 

 

 
%ee = major – minor/ major +minor 

If the mixture has a 40% enantiomeric excess, 40% of the mixture is excess S enantiomer 

and 60% is a racemic mixture. Half of the racemic mixture plus the amount of excess S 

enantiomer equals the amount of the S enantiomer present in the mixture. 

Thus, 70% of the mixture is the S enantiomer and 30% is the R enantiomer.  

 

Problem : A solution prepared by mixing 10 mL of a 0.10 M solution of the R enantiomer 

and 30 mL of a 0.10 M solution of the S enantiomer was found to have an observed 

specific rotation of   +4.8°. What is the specific rotation of each of the enantiomers? 

 

SOLUTION One (10.0 mL * 0.10 M)  millimole (mmol) of the R enantiomer is mixed 

with 3(30.0 mL * 0.10 M)  mmol of the S enantiomer; 1 mmol of the R enantiomer plus 1 
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mmol of the S enantiomer will form 2 mmol of a racemic mixture. There will be 2 mmol 

of S enantiomer left over. Therefore, 2 mmol out of 4 mmol is excess S enantiomer 2/4 = 

0.5 .The solution is 50% optically pure. 

  
Example : Major :        Minor                     % 

                   50                  50                        0 

                   90                  10                        80 

                  99                   1                          98   

 

Q/ The specific rotation of optically pure adrenaline in water (at 25°C) is -53. A chemist 

devised a synthetic route to prepare optically pure adrenaline, but it was suspected that 

the product was contaminated with a small amount of the undesirable enantiomer. The 

observed specific rotation was found to be -45°. Calculate the % ee of the product. 

 

Q/ The specific rotation of L-dopa in water (at 15°C) is -39.5. A chemist prepared a 

mixture of L-dopa and its enantiomer, and this mixture had a specific rotation of -37. 

Calculate the % ee of this mixture. 

 

Q/ The specific rotation of L-alanine in water (at 25°C) is +2.8. A chemist prepared a 

mixture of L-alanine and its enantiomer, and 3.50 g of the mixture was dissolved in 10.0 

mL of water. This solution was then placed in a sample cell with a path length of 10.0 cm 

and the observed rotation was +0.78. Calculate the % ee of the mixture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


